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Date: 29.08.07

MIS. Trishul

Machine

Tools (p) Ltd,

No.B-8, KSSIDC Industrial
Bommasandra,
Bangalore

REGlSl£RED COMPANY

Hosur

Estate,

Road,

- 560099.
Kind Attn: Mr. Siva Shankaraiah's

- Managing Director.

Dear Sir
First we would like to thank you very much for the timely supply of polygon
turning machine.
Here,we would like to share our experience
had with your company
while
procuring
the above machine.
We are the O.E supplier
to Madras Engineering
Industries
(p) Ltd, Chennai who are the leading manufacturers
of heavy vehicle slack
adjuster.
We are
supplying
one of their components
called worm shaft which
involves CNC turning alone. In this situation, MEIL advised us to do Hex forming at
the end of shaft so that they could avoid their in house operation and directly sent to
heat treatment.
So we have searched for Milling Machine to do Hex forming.
Meanwhile, we came to know about the new concept
can do Hex forming with less time and at low cost.

that polygon turning

machine

Fortunately,
one of my friend who is working as marketing manager referred your
company and its reputation.
So we called you through
phone and explained our
requirements
and emergency.
From that day you have shown your kind gesture
towards 11S and extended your full co-operation
to get the machine immediately.
We
have placed our purchase
order No. 31 dated 14.07.07 with advance
of Rs.500001Vide DD No. 113826. And we have received your Machine on 20.07.07.
We have installed your machine at our end on 20.07.07
itself and secured very
good volume of business from our customer. Besides, we pride to have new facility in
our machine shop. Our customer MEIL is very much satisfied with our timely supply
of Hex formed components
and assured us to give more business in future.
We once again appreciate
Mr. Siva Shankaraiah's
help we could not have achieved our goal.
Thanking

Co-operation

and without

his

You,
Yours faithfully,
For Sree Chandra
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(Director)
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